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Cloud Security Simpliﬁed

According to a survey by Cloud
Security Alliance,
Only 23.2% of threat alerts were real, meaning
that 76.8% were false positives
The same study reported that,
31.9% of analysts don't pay attention to
alerts anymore because of the sheer number
of false alarms, and 25.9% get more alerts
than they can handle.

Cloud Security Current State of the Art
Ransomware attacks on the Enterprise and Digital Supply Chains are on the rise. As more
and more Enterprises around the globe migrate to the cloud, security teams are struggling to get
complete visibility into the cloud infrastructure, which in turn can leave gaps and blind spots in
your security posture, making it susceptible to attacks.
Protecting the Enterprise and its connected digital supply chain from these highly sophisticated
attacks is no mean task. Security teams should be able to quickly detect, investigate, triage, and
resolve high-risk, high-impact vulnerabilities. But therein lies the problem.
Today infosec teams get a barrage of alerts from multiple cloud security solutions, and many of
them may be classiﬁed CRITICAL
When looking at 1000 Critical alerts across your large cloud estate, where do your security teams
start? What is the basis for prioritization? How do we wade through this deep swamp of alerts
and segregate ones that pose an actual risk to the Enterprise from the ones that are probably
compliance best practices in the cloud?

Every Enterprise in the cloud struggles in this area. It is not easy to get the risk context. If it were we
would have seen multiple solutions addressing this problem. The cloud has tens of thousands of
conﬁgurations, and one or a combination of those, if misconﬁgured, can affect or contribute to the
risk of a cloud resource.

Today, most solutions look ONLY at misconﬁgurations
that affect a resource and DO NOT report on risks from
associated or connected cloud resources.

Key Challenges
Below are some of the main cloud-related security challenges security
teams in an enterprise face today.
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Huge number of
false positives

Inability to prioritize alerts
Most cloud alerts lack context
Difﬁculty in identifying risks
associated with each alert
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Ability to view the impact of a
particular alert
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The issue of Cyber Alert Fatigue is real, and left
unattended will result in security teams wasting
time triaging alerts that are false positives or
compliance best practices at best. The real risks
may remain hidden - causing signiﬁcant security
and compliance implications for the Enterprise.
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How can C3M Risk Scoring help?
C3M's Risk Scoring Framework helps identify and prevent ransomware and other
cloud-based security risks for the Enterprise by :
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Reducing false positives by risk scoring
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Helping prioritize alerts by providing a 0-10

high-risk and high-impact alerts.

Risk Score based on the CVSS Framework
from FIRST.org
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Helping gain context for all alerts by showing
factors contributing to the risk score like
"Exploitability," "Exposure," "Blast Radius,"
and "Impact."
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Providing a customizable risk model Enterprises can deﬁne the weightage for the
components contributing to the Risk Score
Framework.

This is in addition to the
out-of-the-box controls that
come as standard in the
C3M Cloud Control platform,
which checks for known attack
paths in the cloud, including
ransomware and many others.

How do we do it?
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Moderate

The C3M Risk Score is computed for each alert
and considers the following three factors.

The C3M Risk Score falls between
1 to 10 and has four levels

CVSS 3.1 Framework Risks

Severe

9 to 10

Major

7 to 8.9

Moderate

4 to 6.9

Minor

1 to 3.9

Risk Impact Factors

Alert Severity

Risk Score Factors
CVSS Score (Score 0-10)
All alerts are assessed on the CVSS Framework from FIRST.org and consider factors
including Exploitability, Impact, and Scope to arrive at a CVSS Score.
Exploitability Factor checks how attackers can leverage vulnerabilities in cloud resources.
Examples: Is the resource public? Are any privileges required to access
the resources?

Scope determines the blast radius of an exploit.
Examples: A vulnerability in a Virtual Machine can open up an attack path to
a Storage bucket storing sensitive information.

Impact determines the consequence of a successful exploit on the
Conﬁdentiality, Integrity, and Availability of a resource.

Impact Factor (Score 0-10)
This is proprietary C3M intelligence and follows a points-based scoring mechanism where
points are assigned based on the attributes and risk factors for a resource.

Severity Factor (Score 0-10)
Based on the severity of a policy deﬁned in C3M.

Why now?
We started with solving the problem of misconﬁgurations in the cloud and, along the way,
discovered that Security teams are struggling to prioritize high-risk and high-impact cloud alerts.
The C3M Risk Score, arrived at by collaborating with our key customers and industry experts, aims
to bridge this gap for Security teams.
As organizations scout for cloud security solutions to cover risk, the evaluation criteria should
mandate that the solution they pick has a clear and well-established mechanism for identifying
and quantifying high-risk and high-impact threats in the cloud.

About C3M
C3M Cloud Control is the only cloud security platform to have natively built CSPM, CIEM,
and Playbooks capabilities, providing actionable cloud security intelligence and solving critical
security and compliance problems for customers. We are also launching two new product lines
this year - please reach out to info@c3m.io to learn more.
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4datasolutions.com
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